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DETAILS OF NOMINEE
Team name

Postal address

Team Capitan name

Phone number

Email

Is the Nominee 
(tick one of the following)

an ACT based team (junior or senior) that has an outstanding achievement in a local, regional 
or national level competition

representing the ACT community in a national level competition.

DETAILS OF ORGANISATION OR CLUB SUBMITTING NOMINATION
By submitting this nomination, I acknowledge that the nominee for Team of the Year meets the selection criteria and abides 
by our own code of conduct.

Furthermore I acknowledge that the nominee has accepted the nomination

Name

Organisation/Club

Position in 
Organisation/Club

Postal address

Phone number

Email

REGISTERED ACT ORGANISATION OR CLUB ENDORSEMENT OF NOMINATION
as per nominating organisation above

By submitting this nomination, I acknowledge that the nominee for Team of the Year has the endorsement of the registered 
ACT club, or an affiliated club, whose details appear below.

Name

Registered ACT 
Organisation/Club
Position in 
Organisation/Club

Postal address

Phone number

Email

TEAM OF 
THE YEAR

NOMINATION FORM
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NOTE  When making your nomination, please provide short statements describing how the nominee meets the Selection 
Criteria. Where possible, provide examples to support the statements.  

BEST INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Competition name*

* Provide detail in describing the competition level and the importance or standing of the event(s) 
within the sport

Date / /
Location

Results

Include details such as final placing/position, achievements, records achieved and set

BEST NATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Competition name*

* Provide detail in describing the competition level and the importance or standing of the event(s) 
within the sport

Date / /
Location

Results

Include details such as final placing/position, achievements, records achieved and set

Describe the pathway to qualify for the event/competition(s) i.e. selection to ACT team, preparation and commitment 
required, exceptional performance at National Championships, selection to National Squad.
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Quality and depth of competition. Considers factors that illustrate the quality and depth of the opposition in the 
competition. These factors may include, but are not limited to, the number of teams from which the identified competition 
is drawn, whether competitors are from intrastate, interstate or overseas, and the ranking (or other descriptors) of the abilities 
of the opposition in the competition or event(s).

Significance of the achievement in terms of ACT sport. How does this achievement rate in terms of regular ACT sports 
results? Consider comparisons with past results of ACT representatives, significance of selection or recognition achieved.

Describe how the nominee has demonstrated significant contribution to the promotion, development and standard 
of their sport.

Other information to consider. Create an overall picture of the team including challenges faced and overcome.

Provide a summary of the nominees contribution to, as well as their impact on, their sport in 150–200 words (restricted 
to the nomination period only) for award night introduction, promotional and media use.

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION TO BE SUPPLIED
Provide a team photo of the Nominee as well as a sport action shot (high resolution, electronic version)
Evidence of and information to support the nomination should be provided including:
 • Copies of official results from the relevant competitions/events 
 • Documentation and media clippings
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